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KÄHRS SPRAY CLEANER
Kährs Spray Cleaner is a ready-to-use cleaner specially applied with a Kährs mop. It is an effective and environmental friendly product formulated

for cleaning wood and vinyl floors. 

Does not contain any organic solvents or pigments. 

For normal daily cleaning. Ready to use.

Spray the cleaner directly on the floor or alternatively on the mop. 

Wipe off with a mop or cloth wetted with water and squeezed dry. 

When the cloth or mop becomes dirty, clean in water and squeeze dry and continue the cleaning of the floor.

Note: Store the bottle in an up-raise position.
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Product details

Article NumberArticle Number 710529

NameName Kährs Spray Cleaner

EAN CodeEAN Code 7393969218443

Accessory typeAccessory type Maintenance
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Descriptions & Imagery

All samples, images and product description, plus photo and brochure specifications are there for the sole purpose of giving an approximate idea
of the items described in them. They shall not form part of the contract or have any contractual force and should be viewed for illustrative
purposes only. We cannot guarantee that your computer’s display or the quality of the print will accurately reflect the colour of the products. Your
product may vary slightly from the images within this literature.
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